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Basic Sports Climbing Rack 

The Castle Shop - Information sheet  

It takes very little kit to start out climbing. All you might need to start bouldering indoors are a pair of 

rock shoes and a chalk bag.   

If you start leading and wall climbing indoors, again you don’t really need that much, you already have 

your bouldering gear and add to that a harness and a belay device to top rope. A short rope will suffice 

for leading. That’s it, as the quick draws are all in place.  

As you progress, you open yourself up to a whole world of shiny kit and gear that’s as interesting as the 

climbing itself. 

A first step outside might be a visit to Portland to try the sports climbing. This information sheet will give 

you some idea of what you might need for a basic sports climbing trip in the UK. 

  

Harness – all harness’ work both indoors and out. They 
should be snug fitting but not too tight as to constrict 
movement. It’s best to try on a few to see which one 
feels the most comfortable. Currently our two most 
popular ones are the Petzl Corax and the Black Diamond 
Momentum. 
 

  

Rock Shoes – There are an extensive range of rock shoes 
available to fit all shapes and sizes of foot. The list is too 
long to go into in detail but the friendly staff in the shop 
can run you through them all. It’s best to set aside half an 
hour to do this. 

  

Chalk Bag – As long as it’s big enough to get your hand in 
then here you can free style it with what-ever design you 
looks the best. 
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Belay Device – the people’s favourite is the Black 
Diamond ATC or the XP if you require more friction, but 
there are plenty more devices out there….. 

 

 

Quick Draws – 10 with probably be enough for most 
routes, solid gate ones are best and a basic one costs 
around £10. We have the Clog Super 10 and CT’s basic 
draw, both are hard-working and great for starting out. 

  A sling and HMS, you can use the rope to re-tie at the top 
of the route for lowering off or you can use a HMS and a 
sling larks footed into your harness to aid this process. 
Any ones will do. 
 

 

 

Rope – 50m’s or 60m’s of rope should be fine for most 
routes in the UK. It’s only when you start going abroad 
that you might need 70m’s or longer. We stock Mammut 
and Beal, the Mammut seem to wear a bit better and the 
Beal have a nice feel, so smooth on the clip and the 
belay. Popular starter ones are the Mammut Galaxy of 
the Beal Flyer. Generally the thicker it is the better it 
wears. 
 

 
 

Rope Bag – they are great for keeping your rope out of 
the dirt and clean, it will make it last longer. They also 
good for transporting it around. Any will do. 
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Helmet – the majority of climbers don’t seem to use a 
helmet for sport climbing, however it’s something I’ve 
always done as it’s easy to catch a leg on the rope as you 
go passed it making inverting a real possibility. There are 
a number of lightweight helmets that you’ll hardly notice 
you have on. 

 

 Guide – essential for finding your routes and pouring 
over at home to get the pysche!! 

 


